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Abstract  

 

Keywords: fornaldarsögur, riddarasögur, medieval Iceland, saga studies, the Other, 

performance, orality, emotions, mental reality. 

 

 

This thesis explores the possible dual function of four sagas, three fornaldarsögur and 

one riddarasögur, in their literary function and as a performance. The north is central in 

these stories and as such, what do the protagonists adventures narrate exactly. Was the 

narrative of these four stories meant to educate the public on contemporary concerns, 

treats and societies conventions? Did they argue for a revision of these beliefs or 

affirming some sort of desired behaviour? Here the concepts of the other, the north, 

orality, performance theory, mental reality and emotions are employed to discern what 

the story was meant to have said and how this would have impacted the audience. This 

thesis argues that these sagas were meant to be both read and performed, serving a dual 

purpose and therefore a dual audience. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Útdráttur 

 

Lykilorð: fornaldarsögur, riddarasögur, íslenskar miðaldir, fornsögur, við og ‘hinir’, 

sviðsett framkoma, munnmenntir, tilfinningar, huglægur raunveruleiki. 

 

 

Í ritgerðinni eru rannsakaðar fjórar fornsögur, þrjár fornaldarsögur og riddarasaga, með 

hliðsjón bæði af bókmenntalegu hlutverki þeirra og sviðsetningu innan og utan 

sagnatextans. Norðurheimur er miðlægur í öllum sögunum og spurningar vakna um 

hvað frásagnir um ferðir söguhetjanna þangað tákna. Var sögunum ætlað að upplýsa 

söguhlýðendur um málefni samtímans, aðsteðjandi hættur og samfélagslegar venjur? 

Má greina í þeim tilraunir til þess að þoka samfélagslegum venjum og viðmiðum á 

annan veg eða, hið öfuga, festa þær í sessi? Í rannsókninni er leitað svara við þessum 

spurningum með hliðsjón af hugtökum og hugmyndum um ‘Norðurheim’, okkur og 

‘hina’, munnmenntir, sviðssetningu innan og utan texta, huglægan raunveruleika og 

tilfinningar. Færð eru rök fyrir því að sagnatextarnir hafi bæði verið lesnir og sviðsettir 

og því þjónað tvennu hlutverki og tvennum viðtökuhópum.  
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PREFACE 

 

In twelfth century Europe many rapid changes took place. Society developed 

scientifically, social, politically, economically and cultural to just name a few. 

Education became more widely available and the early universities and cathedral 

schools were built. The elite and royal courts refined their already intricate social 

structures and brought their style of living to new heights. The developed chivalric 

milieu came then to inspire a more romantic writing, resulting in chansons de gestes, 

romans courtois, Arthurian legends and chivalric tales.
1
 In these literary genres the 

north remained a topic of fascination, as it had been throughout the centuries and came 

to be known as the Ultima Thule. Iceland, the embodiment of the north, had its own 

extensive corpus of tales and among these were the travels to the north.  

 The transmission of these tales, as orally told stories about the Icelandic and 

Scandinavian heroic adventures, to the written word in the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries was influenced by the Norwegian and European courtly culture. The early 

thirteenth century Norwegian king Håkon Håkonsson wanted to take part in the larger 

European developments and introduced the European model of aristocratic and courtly 

culture in Norway. The introduction of European literature was among Håkon deliberate 

attempts to connect Norway to Europe. Especially the romantic literature was 

favourably received by Håkon, who commissioned their translations.
2
 Bergen then 

became the centre of learning where learned men took to the task of translating an 

copying the foreign literature and writing down Norway’s own didactic literature.
3
 

Since the fall of the Commonwealth, Iceland fell under the Norwegian crown and 

subsequently Håkon’s fondness of the translated romantic literature also found its way 

to Iceland. These works then inspired the rise of two new literary genres in Iceland: the 

translated and indigenous legendary sagas and romances. However, both took a unique 

turn from their European counterparts: the indigenous works were inspired by the 

imported literature and the translated works customized to an Icelandic audience. 

                                                           
1
 Torfi Tulinius, ’’Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory (fornaldarsögur),’’ in A Companion to Old-Norse 

Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 449 – 452.    
2
 Marianne Kalinke, ’’Norse Romance (Riddarasögur),’’ in Old Norse Icelandic-Literature: A Critical 

Guide, vol. 45, ed. Carol J. Clover and John Lindow (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 321 – 

323. 
3
 Lars Lönnroth, Vésteinn Ólason, Anders Piltz, ’’Literature,’’ in The Cambridge History of Scandinavia: 

Prehistory to 1520, vol. 1, ed.  Knut Helle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003): 492 – 494.  
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The popularity of these genres cannot be overestimated. The texts were copied well into 

the seventeenth century and the majority turned into rímur, making these genres the 

majority of preserved Icelandic texts.
4
 The corpus of legendary sagas and romances 

itself, however, consists of around thirty sagas, based on the categorization made by 

C.C. Rafn who wrote his three volume Fornaldar sögur Norðrlanda in the late 1820s.
5
 A 

clear definition of these two saga genres is still lacking, so the corpus consists mostly of 

works that can be considered as ‘borderline texts,’ works that fit neither genre 

comfortably. The sagas were commonly known as riddarasögur, but since the definition 

of the romantic knight’s tales did not quite fit the contents of the legendary saga, Rafn 

came up with the term fornaldarsögur and thus, post medieval, created a separate genre 

and titled his work after it.
6
 Lots of discussion has commenced on the characterisation 

and categorization of the two genres and how to properly name them.
7
 Since the last 

decade of the twentieth century, the term romances came to be used again for both the 

fornaldarsögur and the riddarasögur, since they are essentially two branches of the 

same medieval Icelandic romantic literature and were only separated in the nineteenth 

century. Henceforth, the term romance will be used for both the genres. 

 After their centuries popularity, a short period of downfall came with the 

nineteenth century. The Icelandic school considered these sagas to be unoriginal, 

uninspired and predictable fiction and a foreign threat to the indigenous sagas. This was 

largely due to Sigurður Nordal’s efforts and renamed them as lygisögur, lying sagas, as 

they also had been named in the Middle Ages.
8
 The second half of the twentieth century 

marked a turning point however in the scholarly field and with the introduction of new 

philology the romances gained a lot more attention. The new philology movement 

encouraged the study of the manuscript as a whole and since multiple romances are 

preserved, an increased studying of them and a move from the high period of saga 

writing of the twelfth century to the thirteenth and fourteenth century writing by default 

occurred. Since, multiple scholars such as Torfi Tulinius, Vésteinn Ólason, Geraldine 

Barnes, Stephen Mitchell and Lars Lönnroth have argued for a complex narrative 

structure that reflected medieval Iceland’s society in a more detailed way than the other 

                                                           
4
 Matthew Driscoll, ’’Late Prose Fiction (Lygisögur),’’ in A Companion to Old-Norse Icelandic 

Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 194. 
5
 C.C. Rafn, Fornaldar sögur Norðrlanda, vol. I – III (Copenhagen, 1829 – 1830)  

6
 Kalinke, ’’Norse Romance,’’ 326.  

7
 See the articles used here by: Driscoll, Barnes, Torfi Tulinius and Jürg Glauser.  

8
 Kalinke, ’’Norse Romance,’’ 323. 
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saga genres, arguing for an intricate narrating of the emotions, values and identities of 

the medieval Icelandic people.  

 

Part of the Icelandic romances are then the tales on the north, adventures beyond the 

borders of the community where the saga protagonists meet with trolls, giants and battle 

the environment. The sagas that will be used in this research are: Egils saga einhenda 

ok Ásmundar berserkjabana, Ketils saga Hængs, Gríms saga loðinkinna and Örvar-

Odds saga. These show four journeys to the north with different motifs to travel there, 

different encounters with the environment and its (supernatural) inhabitants and 

different educational purposes. All four sagas can be found at Stofnun Árna 

Mágnússonar í íslenskum fræðum, in Reykjavík. The most important and earliest 

compilation where the four sagas used here can be found is AM 343 a 4to. This codex 

was written in Iceland, presumably by Jón Gíslason but this is not certain, on parchment 

in Icelandic and contains fifteen romances.
9
 The manuscript is dated to the second half 

of the fifteenth century and well preserved apart from some minor damages. This 

manuscript was the primary compilation used by Rafn in his Fornaldar sögur Norðrlanda 

series. The oldest single preserved manuscript of Egils saga ok Ásmundar dates to the 

first quarter of the eighteenth century AM 526 4to, the story is mostly preserved in 

compilations from the seventeenth century. For Ketils saga and Gríms saga there is no 

single manuscript preserved. Their sagas are preserved mostly in seventeenth century 

compilations. Örvar-Odds saga oldest single manuscript dates to the second half of the 

fourteenth century, AM 344 a 4to, with the majority found alongside the stories of his 

father and grandfather in the seventeenth century compilations.
10

  

 The tales of people travelling to the north sparked a discussion on the concept of 

the ‘outside world,’ or as Vésteinn states, ‘the border of civilization’ in his article on 

‘the marvellous north.’
11

 In a world where one could easily die when stepping beyond 

the borders of the community and where a daily struggle to survive in a raw 

environment took place, literature could offer a window into dealing with underlying 

social struggles. Geraldine Barnes has therefore also called the legendary sagas a 

                                                           
9
 The website of the National and University Library of Iceland: 

https://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0343. 
10

 AM 526 4to: https://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0526; AM 344 a 4to: 

https://handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/AM04-0344a .  
11 Vésteinn Ólason, ‘’The marvellous North and authorial presence in the Icelandic fornaldarsaga,’’ in 

Context of Pre-Novel Narrative: The European Tradition, ed. Roy Eriksen (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 

1994), 124 – 125.   
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‘literary experiment.’
12

 Literacy in Iceland might have been relatively high in the 

Middle Ages but the majority of people, the farmers, women and slaves who did not 

have access to education, still relied heavily on oral stories. Stories often serve an 

educational purpose. They stories could have actually happened and travelled down 

through the centuries, serving as a source of information, warning, show society’s 

conventions or to serve as behavioural models. The premise for this thesis is then that 

those stories, even though written down, retained their oral basis and continued to be 

narrated,  perhaps as a sort of theatre play. These stories would have retained their 

underlying educational function. Through the idea of ‘the marvellous north,’ this thesis 

would then like to further explore this.    

 Thus, the dichotomy between literature and the perhaps ‘actual’ experiences of 

people stepping beyond the borders of their community, reflecting the emotions and oral 

traditions in these tales, is what this thesis will deal with. Stories teach, for the moment 

bind people together and invite them to step into another world, making it the perfect 

tool to ‘experiment’ indeed with the mental realities of that time. The decision to choose 

these four sagas, specifically from the romantic corpus is because they seem to have a 

much stronger didactic purpose than the other saga genres. They are usually short and 

talk about matters not easily discussed in society and set their tales in the distant past 

and sometimes in distant lands. However, they provide a genealogical link to the 

present, make the north still the geographical centre of the protagonists world and 

reflect and even mirror the social and cultural conventions of contemporary society. The 

Íslendingasögur for example talk about contemporary society and their members, some 

more well-known than others, but the events are elaborated upon and thus the story is 

for one already much longer. It has been argued that the contemporary sagas were not 

well suited for discussing sensitive contemporary matters, in a society already in turmoil 

after the Sturlung era and the subsequent ending of the Commonwealth of Iceland, since 

their supposed historicity prevented them from escape to nonrealism and thus fail to 

create a safe platform to engage with the audience.
13

 The romances provided this escape 

and tell in a vastly different way their story, making them more didactic in use. In the 

next chapters the underlying dialogue and teachings in the story of the marvellous north 

                                                           
12

 Geraldine Barnes, ‘’Romance in Iceland,’’ in Old Icelandic Literature and Society, ed. Margaret 

Clunies Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 283. 
13

 See for example Kathryn Hume, ’’From Saga to Romance: The Use of Monsters in Old Norse 

Literature,’’ Studies in Philology 77 (1980): 23 – 24; Margaret Clunies Ross, ’’Fornaldarsögur as 

Fantastic Ethnographies,’’ in Fornaldarsagaerne: Myter og virkelighed, ed. Agneta Ney, Ármann 

Jakobsson, Annette Lasse n (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanums Forlag, 2009), 319 – 323. 
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will be explored. As those stories were presumably told aloud in the halls and farms in 

Iceland, the concepts of orality and performance theory, mental realities, emotions and 

experimental literature will be used.  

This thesis will attempt to answer the following question: do the Icelandic stories of the 

north have an educational function? And if so, are the saga protagonists then reflecting 

the public’s concerns of the world beyond the borders of the community, in both the 

written format and as a performance?  In chapter one, a brief introduction to their 

content will be given on the four sagas used in this thesis. In chapter two, the 

historiography and methodology will be dealt with. The romances as ‘experimental 

literature’ will shortly be discussed and a brief overview will be given on the 

concerning concepts of the north, the ‘other,’ mental realities, emotions, orality and 

performance theory. Chapter three will then further explore the idea of the romances as 

an experiment. What is being explored in the sagas: is it indeed experimental literature? 

Chapter four will then turn to the orality in the stories, trying to discern the 

performances in the story and what the message is to the audience. What is the 

supposed impact of the story? Lastly, chapter five will explore if the northern travels are 

used to teach or educate the public, in both the written story and as a performance. This 

will lead to a hopefully satisfying conclusion, contributing to a further appreciation for 

the Icelandic romances and the survival of oral stories in this literary tradition. Lastly, it 

will hopefully lead to a better understanding of medieval Iceland’s social structures and 

how literature and performance were used to engage the Icelanders in debate.      
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1 
FOUR SAGAS 

 

In this chapter, the four sagas used in this thesis will shortly be described by content. 

Firstly, of these four sagas, only Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana is 

then considered to be a riddarasögur by Rafn. This genre appeared around the 

thirteenth century and is usually divided into translations and the adaptations of texts of 

foreign language origin; most often translated from Old French, Anglo-Norman and 

Middle German.
14

 The indigenous works were inspired and the translated works 

adopted the heroic tales, chivalric and courtly ideals as found in the chansons de geste, 

fabliaux’s and the Arthurian romances. These sagas are the romantic and marvellous 

tales where heroes save women from the hands of monsters, marry princesses and meet 

with kings and queens in exotic countries. Multiple chivalric motives can be found in 

the saga of Egill and Ásmundr, with then only major difference the geographical 

location of the events happening, i.e. the north. 

 The second branch of medieval Icelandic romances are then the fornaldarsögur, 

who appeared around the twelfth century.
15

 The term invented by Rafn in an attempt to 

better categorize the romances, these sagas are usually divided further into two 

categories of the heroic legends and adventurous tales. The stories take place in 

Scandinavia and tell the more mythical-heroic tales of a family, in a time before the start 

of the Norwegian royal dynasty, thus also described as sagas of the Icelandic 

prehistory.
16

 The sagas protagonists are not necessarily of high birth or elite stature, but 

are strong and capable men proving their worth in strength and endurance. Sons often 

inherit their fathers qualities, making the tale spanning generations. As such is the case 

for a couple of sagas usually grouped together, since they all deal with men from the 

island Hrafnista, of which the old settlement is now called Ramstad and the island 

Ramstadholmen just off the coast of Norway. The sagas recount of three generations 

Hrafnista men: Ketill trout, Grímr shaggy-cheek and Arrow-Odd. Gifted with a lot of 

                                                           
14 Jürg Glauser, ’’Romance (Translated riddarasögur),’’ in A Companion to Old-Norse Icelandic 

Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 373 – 374. 
15

 Barnes, ’’Romance in Iceland,’’ 266; Driscoll, ’’Late Prose Fiction,’’ 190 – 192; Torfi Tulinius, 

’’Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory,’’ 449 – 452.    
16

 Driscoll, ’’Late Prose Fiction,’’ 190; Torfi Tulinius, ’’Sagas of Icelandic Prehistory,’’ 447 – 449.    
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luck, an adventurous spirit and a quick mind for poetry, the three men venture out in 

search of food, women and wealth.           

 

1.1  Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana 

In the saga of Egill and Ásmundr, or Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana, 

the chivalric ideals of a romance are easily discernible, particularly since the story starts 

with the disappearance of two princesses.
17

 A reward is set out by the king and next 

summer Ásmundr berserk-killer anchors his ship in the harbour and meets the king 

favourably. The king is told then a month later about a man called Egill one-hand, his 

missing hand replaced with a dwarf-forged sword and therefore he was undefeated. 

Ásmundr goes to meet with Egill and a duel ensures. They are equal to each other in 

two rounds, but in the third Ásmundr suffers wounds and Egill ends on the ground, 

owing his life to Ásmundr. They swear brotherhood and head back to the king’s court 

where they are put in charge of the country’s defences. Next winter, when they learn 

about the king’s reward for finding his daughters they set sail in summer and travel as 

far as to Jötunheimr, where they go ashore at a certain forest.    

 The two sworn brothers then venture further north where they encounter the 

giant Skinnefja, the daughter of the Queen of Jötunheimr Arinnefja. Ásmundr offers her 

a gold ring in exchange to bring them to her mother’s home for hospitality and a bed. 

Both men are invited in. Whilst the daughter is preparing soup, Arinnefja declares she 

want to hear the men’s life stories and reason for travelling whilst the soup is heating up 

‘ok seg þú æfisögu þína, Ásmundr! en þá skal Egill viðtaka’, offering them her story 

when they are done.
18

 All three of them tell their story, with the men ending their short 

monologues with ensuring words they had told their story: ‘ok endast þar nú mín saga, 

at ek er þessi samí Ásmundr’ and ‘ok er nú saga (mín úti svá), sagði Egill, at ek er þessi 

hinn sami Egill, sem nú hefi ek frá sagt um stund’.
19

 They learn that the giant brothers 

Gautr and Hildir, uncles to Arinnefja, are ruling the kingdom and have the princesses in 

their cave Gjallandibrú. Egill first receives his hand back from Arinnefja, who had kept 

it when Gautr had chopped it off in his fight with Egill, before they travel in disguise to 

the Gjallandibrú where they successfully trick the giants and kill them all. Departing 

                                                           
17

 Hermann Pálsson, Paul Edwards, trans., Seven Viking Romances (London: Penguin Books, 1985), 228 

– 257; C.C. Rafn, Fornaldar sögur Norðrlanda, vol. III (Copenhagen, 1829 – 1830), 365 – 407. 
18

 Rafn, Fornaldar, III, 374. Translated ‘and say your life story yours Ásmundr, and then shall Egill’.  
19

 Rafn, Fornaldar, III, 389. Translated ‘and ends here now my saga, for I am this same Ásmundr’, and is 

now saga (mine out so), said Egill, as I am the same Egill, as now have I told for a while’.  
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with the princesses and warm friendship for Arinnefja and Skinnefja, the four of them 

travel home. As a reward the king marries his daughters to Egill and Ásmundr; among 

the attendees of the wedding are Arinnefja and Skinnefja.  

 

1.2  Ketils saga hængs 

Beginning the tales of the men of the island of Hrafnista is the saga of Ketill trout, or 

Ketils saga hængs.
20

 The saga is rather short and little attention has been paid to the tale 

to this day. Ketill is the son of Hallbjörn half-troll and described as a ‘hann var mikill 

vexti ok karlmannligr maðr, ok ekki vænn’.
21

 With little love for his father he 

antagonizes him when he is still a young boy, disobeying him but showing him 

promising skill and strength. When Ketill is still very young he goes up to the tip of the 

island where he encounters and subsequently kills a dragon, describing it as a ‘salmon’ 

to his father, his nickname Trout is quickly earned.  

 The decision to sail north is then caused by a shortage of food. Despite his 

father’s disapproval Ketill ventures out to three separate fjords in search for fish. Here 

he battles his first giants and returns with plenty of food. Ketill rarely gets approval 

throughout the saga and when he wants to sail out again in autumn he meets his father’s 

disapproval again. He goes out against his father’s wishes and meets the giant Brúni, a 

rather friendly giant who offers him to spend the night with his daughter Hrafnild. A 

pleasant stay for Ketill follows in Brúni’s household, that ends even better when Ketill 

kills Brúni’s brother, the tyrannical king Gusir. Ketill earns himself three arrows, better 

known as Gusisnautar, or Gusir’s Gift,s and key feature in the two following 

generations in defeating various powerful opponents: Flaug, Hremsu and Fífu, and he 

fathers a son by Hrafnild, called Grímr. With various motifs Ketill battles giants and 

trolls, most of them with ill wishes against him: stealing his catch of fish during the 

night or challenging him to a duel. When Ketill finally settles back home, he marries 

another woman and fathers another child. He takes Grímr in as promised when he is 

three years old and dies of old age with many great deeds written to his name.  

 

 

 

                                                           
20

 Ben Waggoner, trans., The Hrafnista Sagas (New Haven: The Troth, 2012), 3 – 28; C.C. Rafn, 

Fornaldar sögur Norðrlanda, vol. II. (Copenhagen, 1829 – 1830), 107 – 139. 
21

 Rafn, Fornaldar, II, 109. Translated: ‘he was tall and manly, but not handsome’.  
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1.3  Gríms saga loðinkinna 

The saga of Grímr shaggy-cheek, or Gríms saga loðinkinna, then follows his father’s 

tale when he takes over the farm and becomes a particularly wealthy and well-known 

man.
22

 Gríms saga is also just a short story, but perhaps even more enjoyable than his 

father’s tale. Key in the story is Grímr engagement to the beautiful Lofthæna, daughter 

of Harald, a local chieftain in Vík. Shortly before the wedding she disappears and the 

blame is put on her stepmother Grimhildur, who had always treated her stepdaughter 

badly, and they suspect Lofthæna to be in Finnmörk with her stepmother. It was 

however only due to famine that Grímr decides to travel north to Finnmörk, to Gandvík 

where he anchors in a bay rich with fish. He leaves a fight with giants victorious, but his 

and his companions encounter with the locals ends with utter defeat. Grímr is left 

mortally wounded on the beach, when a hideous and ‘quite unkissable’ woman walks 

towards him offering him his life.
23

 Three times the woman asks him for something in 

return for his life: granting her to save him, a kiss and lying next to her in bed. On the 

verge of dying, Grímr agrees reluctantly to everything and when he wakes in the 

morning, Lofthæna lies unconscious next to him, the hide of the troll woman next to the 

bed. When Lofthæna has told Grímr the story of her abduction and the trial she has been 

through at the hands of her stepmother, this time Grímr does not waste time. He travels 

to Vík and has Grimhildur stoned to death for her horrifying acts.     

 After this ordeal, matters are settled for Grímr and Lofthæna and soon after she 

gives birth. The birth of their latecomer son Odd is curiously only recounted in his own 

saga, but their daughter Brynhildur, described as the fairest maiden, then does make an 

appearance. Ketill trout once swore he would never marry his daughter to someone she 

refuses as her husband and, honouring his father, Grímr promises the same. The second 

part of the saga is thus used to describe the battle between Grímr and Sörkvir, the man 

Brynhildur refused to marry, who took to the duelling ground with him eleven 

berserkers. The defeat of the twelve berserkers earned Grímr more fame and it was said 

he died of old age at home. With his generation various Hrafnista family members 

spread out to Iceland to settle and many Íslendingasögur families claim to be descended 

of him.  

 

                                                           
22 Waggoner, Gríms saga loðinkinna, 29 – 40; C.C. Rafn, Fornaldar sögur Norðrlanda, vol. II. 

(Copenhagen, 1829 – 1830), 141 – 157. 
23

 Waggoner, Gríms saga loðinkinna, 34 – 35; Rafn, Fornaldar, II, 149: ‘harðla ókyssilig þótti honum 

hún vera’.  
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1.4  Örvar-Odds saga 

Arrow-Odd, or Örvar-Odds saga, is perhaps the most well-known Hrafnista saga and 

one of the more famous romances.
24

 Odd is the third generation of the family, son to 

Grímr and Lofthæna. His saga is not only much lengthier in comparison to the others, 

but is also a story on the verge of satire. Midway through another travel of his parents, 

they have to quickly anchor their ship and Oddr is born at the farm of Ingjaldr who then 

offers to foster the new-born boy. Oddr soon becomes an accomplished man in all 

manners and he and Ingjaldr’s son Ásmundr swear brotherhood between them. Matters 

turn when Ingjaldr invites the seeress Heiðr into his home to have her speak prophecies 

during a feast. Oddr refuses to listen and threatens Heiðr with a beating if she would 

dare utter his fate. This to no avail and the reader learns about his fate by the seeress 

speaking a verse, predicting his death at the age of three hundred by a snake from the 

horse Faxa’s skull at Berurjóðr. Immediately, he kills the horse and buries it deep before 

Oddr takes on his first adventure, to not return for a couple of hundred years, meeting 

kings, fighting berserkers and giants and to turn in to a bitter old man.    

 Quite early in the saga, Oddr’s returns home to Grímr where he receives 

Gusisnautar from him and he travels onwards to the river Dvina via the coast of 

Norway. They return with many spoils to Bjarmaland, where they spend some nights on 

an island just off the coast. The giants on the mainland realise that the men on the island 

must be led by Oddr and that he had brought Gusisnautar. Thus he gives Oddr his 

nickname and sends him off with favourable wind. After this Oddr received much fame 

and notoriety. ‘Ertu sá Oddr, er fór til Bjarmalands?’ is how Oddr is received 

throughout the rest of the saga; until the lines slowly alter to ‘are you that Odd that 

travelled to Bjarmaland a long time ago?’.
25

 His longevity and renown have however no 

effect on his arch enemy, Ögmundr Eyþjófsbana, who keeps challenging him.
26

 Neither 

of them can defeat the other and by his hands Oddr’s son Vignir dies. By then, Oddr had 

lost almost all his friends and sworn brothers. Losing Vignir marks a turning point and 

out of all grief he has suffered, he decides to leave his remaining living friends. Dressed 

in birch bark he travels alone for quite a while. One night he comes to the little farm of 
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Jólfr and his wife, where he stays for the night. The next morning he receives three 

stone arrows from Jólfr, who had recognized Oddr, with the words: ‘you will find it 

strange if the time comes when Gusisnautar won’t help you, and these stone arrows 

would be useful.’
27

 Many adventures, too many to describe all of them here, come to 

pass before Oddr finally settles as king in his own kingdom with his wife Silkisif and 

their two children. By then he had battled giants, ogres, Finns, trolls, berserkers and 

beasts; in addition to dealing with his own emotions after losing all his friends, sworn 

brothers and even family. Homesick he decides to travel back one more time to 

Hrafnista and Berurjóðr to see what has become of it. As fate wants it, he examines a 

horse skull that lies worn out on the grass at Berurjóðr, where an adder crawls from 

underneath it and bites Oddr on his ankle. The seeresses prophecy comes true. And 

when Oddr finishes his seventy one stanzas long death poem, he dies on the beach of 

Berurjóðr.  

 

 

  

                                                           
27
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2 
HISTORIOGRAPHY AND  
METHODOLOGY 

 

Before turning to the analysis of the sagas as literary experiments and as performance, it 

is firstly necessary to explain the concepts that are going to be used.  

 

2.1 The fornaldarsögur and riddarasögur 

As already shortly discussed in the preface, the romances have recently gained a lot of 

attention in the scholarly field of the Viking studies. Some of these sagas, such as 

Völsunga saga, Ragnar saga loðbrókar and Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, had already 

gained a lot of attention throughout the years, notably for their origins from Germanic 

poetry. Others such as Nitiða saga and Bósa saga are known for different reasons, the 

first discusses female bodily authority and power, the second is fully sexual and amuses 

the audience by making explicit references. The bulk of these fantastical sagas were 

however dismissed as historically unreliable and shallow fictional works. But the 

popularity of the romances were, as said, evident. The nineteenth century distinction 

into fornaldarsögur and riddarasögur was not found in the Middle Ages and the texts 

are found side by side in important compilations such as Hauksbók. They were turned 

into rímur and have served as inspiration to the German chronicler Saxo Grammaticus 

to describe Iceland’s history and their unique society. Contrary to the twentieth century 

scholars’ rejection, the popularity of these texts throughout the centuries would indicate 

a rather lively literary culture: ‘in which questions of authority and social relations 

continued to be discussed.’
28

  

 Leading books on the romances are Mitchell’s Heroic sagas and Ballads (1991) 

and Torfi’s Matter of the North (2002). Both works contain the most extensive and 

comprehensive research into the genre, with Mitchell being mostly interested in the time 

period of composition rather than the centuries that the stories narrate; and Torfi trying 

to pull the sagas out of obscurity and show how they teach about the Icelandic society, 

                                                           
28
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‘not as it was, but as it saw itself, and above all how it wished to be.’
29

 With these 

works the Icelandic romances gained the interest of more scholars. However, there still 

lacked workable translations and redactions of the material. Matthew Driscoll openly 

plead in 2012 for a reliable edition of the fornaldarsögur corpus, a feat that was already 

instigated in 1939 by Einar Ól. Sveinsson, commissioned by the Arnamagnæan Institute 

1939.
30

 In the years that followed, the project never took flight. The Nordisk 

Forskningsinstitut at the University of Copenhagen recently started the project ‘Stories 

for all time: the Icelandic fornaldarsögur’ to edit and study this unique genre with 

Matthew Driscoll as the ‘principal investigator’.
31

 Recognizing the rich linguistic, 

anthropological, historical they made around 35 texts available online. This was a 

valuable effort to pave the way for more such feats.  

 

Are these genres then a case of experimental literature? Geraldine Barnes had argued in 

her book chapter ‘Romance in Iceland’ in 2000 that the fornaldarsögur and 

riddarasögur can also be considered, as she suggests: as an experiment, moving 

‘beyond the traditional boundaries of medieval romance into the realm of literary 

experiment’.
32

 She argues that the sagas are often in dialogue with each other and are 

maybe replies to each other’s exaggerated themes as did the French romances in the 

roman courtois.
33

 Barnes exemplifies this with the virtuous Nitiða from Nitiða saga and 

the sadistic Klári from Klári saga.
34

 She recognizes the self-reflective approach that 

these sagas take and the comical overdoing of certain ‘chivalric’ virtues in society. 

These genres reflect on the psychological issues as fear, hope and identity; the sagas 

protagonists’ battle with these mental and physical issues. Torfi states it perfectly when 

he says that at first sight some of the legendary sagas and the romances might appear 

shallow, but under this layer the reader finds a complex emotional and social 

construction, that make up for human existence and discern the underlying social order 
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of Late Iron Age society in the north.
35

 As Clunies Ross has stated, the authors 

produced a ‘composite literary form and a plausible but fantastic literary world’, making 

the sagas a mixture of both an alien and familiar world, which tested the confines of 

contemporary literature and offered a critical approach to societies structures.
36

 

 The spread of literacy, and especially the secular literature, created a new space 

towards an understanding of the distant past for everyone. The romances for example 

are set in the ancient and biblical past, and protagonists are sent preferably to more 

‘exotic’ countries and continental Europe in line of the chivalric charm and milieu that 

Europe carried through in its literature. The Icelandic school considered the romances as 

popular literature, as opposed to the learned literature of the Íslendingasögur, but by 

now it has become clear that this is not the case. The romances indeed display a wealth 

of learned literature. Leaning heavily on bestiaries, geographical works, encyclopaedia’s 

etc., the author could display the wealth of knowledge that was brought to Iceland and 

his interests in the world around.
37

 Translating, copying and revising the imported texts 

was however not without critique. On the contrary, concepts such as the noble heathen 

and the maiden king appear in the sagas. This new way of voicing critique is firmly 

rooted in the Icelandic romances, displaying directly the values and morale of a society. 

For example, by putting the narrative under such a magnifying glass, as is overly done 

in the aforementioned Klári saga, it shows the narrators critique on these European 

literary motifs. By giving the sagas the indigenous twist, they relate to contemporary 

issues in society, in Klári’s case with women and power. The translations of the original 

European material into Icelandic and the adaptations made in the story gave way to the 

treatment of various, often delicate, themes in society like the treatment of women, 

gender, social identity, emotions and the expression of love. This form of literature 

offered a way to explore unknown territory.  

   

2.2 The concept of the ‘north’ and ‘the other’ in Icelandic literature 

The geographical location of the island makes the subject of the north by default an 

important player in the Icelandic literature. Iceland in the tenth century, when writing 

was introduced through the import of Christian institutions, was very much aware of its 

heritage. That their ancestors travelled over rough seas, carrying all their belongings 
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towards an unknown destiny in the ninth century, was still an important theme in the 

island’s tales. Acutely aware of their place in the middle of the ocean means that in the 

stories preserved, the travels and names of their grandparents were accurately 

remembered, resulting in the famous Landnámabók. Since, whether it was an historical 

account, family saga, kings saga or a  legendary saga: a special focus is placed on the 

themes of travel, trade and discovery of places near and far.
38

 The northern regions and 

the encounters with the local inhabitants were accurately recorded.    

 However, the north also represented danger in the Icelandic literature. It was a 

place where dragons, dwarves, trolls, giants, draugar and other supernatural beings 

dwelled. The literary patterns are thus that Kathryn Hume took a structuralist approach 

in 1980 in which she recognizes four patterns in dealing with supernatural beings and 

describes the various motives for the use of monsters in the Íslendingasögur, 

fornaldarsögur and riddarasögur.
39

 On a more conscious and emotional level, the north 

was also a place of ‘human monsters’: shapeshifters, berserkers or outlaws. The north 

was represented as their go to when society had successfully kicked them out. 

Numerous articles have been written in subsequent years on the themes of the ‘tragic 

hero,’ ‘outlaw’ and ‘dark figure’ by scholars as Lars Lönnroth, Jesse Byock and Janice 

Hawes.
40

 These figures arguably represent human nature in a more complex way, in 

contrast to the heroes of the fantastic tales who are not accompanied with character 

development. Grettirs life story portrays him as an unfortunate man, despite his 

threatening posture and appearance he means well. Grettir is presented as a ‘realistic 

character’ and the audience feels empathy for him. They feel much less for Egill and 

Ásmundr who have a distanced relationship with the audience. Similarly, the author of 

Örvar-Odds saga is more concerned with Oddr’s chivalric virtues than a notable 

character development. To such a degree that it took Carolyne Larrington to question 

Oddr’s chivalric approaches to women and law as a ‘Viking in shining armour’.
41

 The 

romances are not focussed on a person per se, but rather on society. The good versus 
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evil theme easy to recognize and the border between societies transparent. The heroes 

are then distanced, but also people one could look up to since they were the ones who 

dared to battle giants and dragons.  

 The stories on the north are set in the uncivilized wilderness where one could 

easily die without shelter, food or otherwise adequate protection. Monsters, human and 

supernatural beings that dwell on the outskirts of society are a useful literary motif with 

whom the saga protagonists could interact. Vésteinn talks about how these boundaries 

of civilisation are crossed by the Hrafnista men, who venture outside the direct 

environment of their farm and region.
42

 For every social class the struggle with the 

‘unknown outside’ is the essentially the same and the authors of the sagas were in a 

similar way dependant on the environment’s resources for survival, making the stories 

thus recognizable for everyone.  

 

In the north, the saga protagonist could encounter a wide variety of (human) monsters, 

but since the focus is placed here on encounters with giants, hereafter no particular 

mention will be made on other ‘creatures of the north.’ Within the Norse mythology and 

cosmology, the north is often represented as Jötunheimr, the land of the giants. So 

within the study on Norse mythology, a lot of attention has been paid to the giant 

motive. Among the discussions on the role of the giants, the fertility motif, the power 

structures that are revealed in the stories and the reflection of the power structures in 

society, of particular interest is the dichotomy in tension between the gods and giants.
43

 

In his 1983 article on Skírnismál, Mitchell states that the fixed group affiliations of the 

community (family > community > region), are of ‘philosophical importance in the old 

Norse world’.
44

 This he ties to the ongoing gods versus giants conflict that remerges in 

literature, and he explains that the model that emerges could be readily copied onto 

present day society to steer the individual’s behaviour ‘for resolving the inherent 

conflict between groups through a system of exchange and inter-marriage.’
45

 Humans 

have always attempted to radically differentiate themselves between ‘us’ versus ‘them’ 
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and for old Norse society, this differentiation was expressed through giants. Thus, the 

mythological giants could be used as a model to shape society.  

Giants posed then a dual purpose. On the mythological level, giants are 

considered to be the representation of the wilderness in the north, the uncivilized society 

as opposed to the civilized and cultured ‘south.’ Simultaneously however, the north 

represented a source of food, wealth and wisdom even. This  delicate balance of utter 

chaos and the source of great wealth is well represented in the Norse mythology, when 

the giants of Jötunheimr are frequently fought but also considered the source of great 

skill like the giant builder in Gylfaginning and possessing wisdom, which leads Óðinn 

to steal the mead of poetry.
46

 In the Norse creation myth, giants have even helped shape 

the physical world, albeit presumably unwillingly. Further, giants are not only the 

builders of the known world and the mythological one, but they also present a strong 

literary fertility motif. This is represented in the Hrafnista sagas, the first giants Ketill, 

Grímr and Oddr encounter represent the ‘good guys’ of the north. Repeatedly, these 

giants are fathers, who firstly offer their daughters for sexual interactions and in a later 

stage offer either advice to the Hrafnista men or ask for their help in a problematic 

family situation. However, frowned upon by the social environment of the protagonists’ 

settlement, these unions did produce offspring and ensured the continuation of the 

father-son family line. Thus the giants meant survival, specifically for the family line on 

an island, where the import of new blood is crucial for the survival of a healthy 

community.   

 

2.3 The concept of mental reality 

Even though one might define the Icelandic romances as experimental literature as 

Barnes did, it is now being recognized that these sagas nevertheless constitute a wealth 

of Iceland’s societal cultural and social constructs. Torfi paved the way with his 2002 

book for the twentieth first century scholarly thought that these ‘highly fictional literary 

works’ are actually a wealth of information on psychological patterns in society: 

’(...)these works can paradoxically speak of ideology more directly than more 

‘’realistic’’ literature can, and they can give us access to things that otherwise would 

remain unspoken in that society.’
47

 This is where Torfi coins the idea of ‘mental 
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realities’ by anthropologist Maurice Godeller (1934).
48

 Torfi sees the texts as 

representations of the mental realities, often structured around a dialogue between 

model and antimodel within the narrative. He argues convincingly that the genre in 

essence liberates the author of social convention, shedding light on the hidden and 

subconscious issues such as inheritance, (royal/elite) lineage, marriage, the role and 

position of women in society and so forth.
49

 He also touches upon the Freudian 

fascination of humans with that which he fears or cannot fully comprehend.
50

 In dealing 

with sensitive matters, like the voice of women in the politics of marriage, the Icelandic 

author could explore this contemporary topic by safely placing it in a pagan setting. 

 Very recently, Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir published her research on AM 152 

fol., a compilation of eleven sagas, of which five are fornaldarsögur and four are 

riddarasögur, in which she focussed primarily on the homosocial bonds between male 

friends, actual brothers and the double standard of women and sisters of the sagas 

protagonists.
51

 In exploring the different traits and adventures of several brothers in this 

compilation work, Jóhanna shows that their role in the narrative is to show society’s 

values. Grettis saga for example defines the hierarchical position in society of the 

brothers, allowing the audience to be taught a desired public behaviour for every 

individual regardless of their specific character traits. Taking it to a wider societal 

perspective, Jóhanna then also notes that at times of threat, the Icelanders might have 

felt powerless resulting in foreign voyages where the Icelandic hero battles trolls and 

giants in Scandinavia, as a reference to the reaching hands of the Norwegian king in 

Iceland’s affairs.
52

 She points to the latest scholarly discussion on giants and trolls 

where scholars note that the literary use of them allows the audience to engage ‘with the 

tabooed human behaviour and vulnerabilities’.
53

 The compiler of these eleven sagas 

chose them carefully: ‘they were clearly regarded as useful vehicles to construct, 

communicate and promote certain ethical and moral values.
54

 Jóhanna convincingly 

shows that the mental reality, as displayed in this compilation, is multi-layered and 

complex.  
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2.4 The concept of emotions   

The history of emotions and emotional expressions in literature has gained an enormous 

foothold in humanities scholarly research over the years. Apart from sociology and 

philosophy who have of course always studied human rational and emotional behaviour, 

the value of studying emotional psychology has also now been recognized in history 

and could greatly help to identify the causality between events and time periods. The 

earliest attempts have been made by Norbert Elias, Lucien Febvre and Johan Huizinga, 

all three dealing with cultural emotional responses and paving the way for further social 

history.
55

 Their works however lacked a specific focus on emotion. The history and 

expression of emotions is now being studied to gain an insight in the mental processes 

of people through the centuries, with leading scholars as Barbara Rosenwein for the 

Middle Ages and Sif Ríkharðsdóttir, William Ian Miller and Kirsi Kanerva within the 

Viking studies.
56

 

 Emotions are rarely expressed in the Íslendingasögur: ‘the sagas are highly 

emotional charged, even though there is no explicit description of emotions’: the more 

conventional sagas are often devoid of direct emotional expressions.
57

 The Icelanders 

seem quite undisturbed under every circumstance; even when their house is about to be 

burned down as in the case of Njáll, they don’t express any other emotion but mild 

annoyance. The only instance that asks for a direct emotional response is death. 

Instances of dying from grief by women are known in all the saga genres and males 

often compose impromptu death poems when mortally wounded. The famous poem 

Sonatorrek by Egill Skalla-Grímsson is an interesting stand out. After the death of both 

his sons he composes a lament for them, but ends up indirectly narrating his own shame 

and grief more so than Gunnarr and Böðvarr’s tragic deaths.
58

 How different for the 

romances where emotions are often more strongly felt.  
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 The translations made from the European romances were not clear copies, but 

were culturally adapted to their Icelandic audience. Several scholars have pointed to this 

in comparative analysis, but specifically in this adaptation lies of course the usefulness 

of discerning emotional and social structures of the Icelandic audience.
59

 Larrington for 

example notes in her research on Parcevals saga that the mother in the Norse 

translation is considerably less emotional (weeping, fainting etcetera) than in the 

original of Chrétien de Troyes, but the translator ‘substitutes a quietly observational 

tone and a clear linkage of the mother’s sadness with a strong social anxiety produced 

by fear’, noting a ‘distinctively cognitive explanation’ in the saga.
60

 A direct emotional 

response like that of Parceval’s mother is rarely found in the saga, rather, the running 

discourse is that emotional response is through direct action (or violence). Sif notes that 

the saga protagonists often conceal direct emotions and express themselves through 

actions such as laughter in the face. She states that dialogue is used in the sagas to 

‘obscure internal emotive life, (…) verbal utterance is by contrast used to mask emotion 

in the saga examples.’
61

 Thus, discerning emotions in the sagas is rare, however for the 

romances they are easier to recognize. This corresponds to the presumed audience of the 

texts, where they listened to the story rather than read it. When performed in front of a 

public, the story and the subsequent emotions function in a different way than in their 

written form. Believing that the Icelandic romances have a dual function, this will be the 

next step to explore before turning to the next chapter.       

 

2.4 The concept of orality and performance theory  

Before the conversion of Iceland, there was no efficient system of writing available and 

society relied on memory to keep the stories of old alive and pass them down the 

generations. The past was a shared memory, a collective memory, carried by every 

member in society; with the skalds and poets even capable of remembering the 

extensive corpus of poetry and prose to a higher degree.
62

 Even though there was a 

spread of literacy after the conversion, society still relied heavily on the oral 

transmission of stories and the presumed audience for the fantastic themes in these 
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genres were still gathered at the farm. The clean presentation of the story in the other 

saga genres before the thirteenth century gradually underwent changes as a result of the 

turbulent decades. Traditional oral stories became the ground to voice concerns and 

emotions. In quite some instances in the romances, the author asks for the audience’s 

attention as if the story was still told aloud. Emotions are felt and described and the text 

explains voyages and different landscapes in greater detail. The latter, the wealth of 

geographical knowledge could indicate first-hand knowledge. These instances, as 

shown in for example Gríms saga, makes Vésteinn undoubtedly argue that they ‘clearly 

demonstrate that they are based on orally transmitted tales.’
63

   

 Unfortunately, it remains hard to ‘clearly demonstrate’ the oral and performative 

basis of a story from around seven hundred years ago that narrates a ‘historical’ story of 

around four hundred years prior to that. Fortunately, in recent years more scholars have 

shown that the narration of the romances is such that an oral basis can be deducted and 

that it was probably still being read aloud to an audience.
64

 Much has been done on the 

oral performance of the Eddic poems and the saga texts by well-known scholars as 

Terry Gunnel, Joseph Harris and Stephen Mitchell. Lars Lönnroth has done extensive 

research on the premise that the sagas indeed allow for a dual audience for the act of 

transmission. He argues for an oral performance in Þorgils saga ok Hafliða and 

discusses the ‘double scene’ in Örvar-Odds saga where the Oddr competes in a 

drinking contest.
65

 The audience of both sagas are directly invited to engage in the story 

when Odd drinks and drinks and composes poetry all the while.    

 

Lastly, performance theory. Texts evoke a (desired) response from their audience, 

whether in written content or to a listening audience. Performance theory gained ground 

from the 1980s in the United States, as a result of the new functionalist approach in 

anthropology and the interest in the performances by singers and poets.
66

 Much debate 

had ensured how to study performance, but it is now generally accepted to study the 
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behaviour of a ‘performance’: i.e. a text or theatre play in this case.
67

 Gunnell describes 

a performance as a shared act of communication, a platform between the now and the 

fictional or the ‘illusion of double reality.’
68

 Creating a specific communicational 

platform is the hallmark of a performance, an interaction; the whole sphere of this 

moment is then a reflection of a society’s conventions. Richard Bauman’s notion of 

cultural performances (festivals, fairs, ceremonies, spectacles) might be very useful 

here, he notes that these events are then studied as ‘metacultural enactments, occasions 

in which members of society put their culture on display for themselves and others in 

performance,’ he states that ‘the densely reflexive nature of such cultural performances 

makes them privileged foci for cultural analysis.’
69

 In this thesis it will be argued that 

Iceland’s society on the whole is reflected in the performance of the sagas.  
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3 
A literary experiment? 

  

Only a few were fortunate enough to learn how to read and write in medieval Iceland. 

Youngsters from wealthy and influential Icelandic families went to the churches and 

monasteries where they received a clerics education. The works resulting from the 

endeavours of these youngsters are still regarded with suspicion, since their social and 

educational background probably influenced the narrative. The sagas would have an 

explicit political agenda, trying to tie certain families to the pre-settlement Scandinavian 

heroes. If one could point to the saga as ‘proof’ of their legendary ancestral line, they 

themselves would grow in prestige and authority.
70

 Whether this is true or not is not of 

particular importance, however privileged the author and regardless his attempts to 

tying a family to a Scandinavian hero: society shimmers through.    

 

3.1  ‘Experimental’ literature? 

Writing a story requires a certain technique. The reader has to be drawn in by the story 

and the better authors are capable of making the reader forget about their surroundings, 

making them part of a another world. Literature is a means of transportation into 

another world. In this parallel world matters can be safely discussed and no matter 

which generation or place in the world: there are certain universal themes. Being able to 

eat, bear children and being able to raise them, fear of losing loved ones, how to 

improve one’s (impoverished) situation, marriage and the unknown territory outside the 

known space – are all harsh realities in the medieval world. Hume has previously 

emphasised the role of Christianity and the turbulent centuries prior to the thirteenth 

century, for the more romantic and heroic content of the romances, the ‘increasing lack 

of agreement with contemporary social patterns probably discouraged family saga 

writing, but would not have affected the production of the distanced and implausible 

romances.’
71

 She sees that the use of monsters had a ‘potential for thematic complexity,’ 

and the romances’ nonrealism offered an escape, wish-fulfilment and reassurance. Torfi 
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agrees on the romances being an open literary arena where contemporary issues could 

be discussed. He states that here the Icelanders’ wish-fulfilment could be played out, ‘it 

was also tailored precisely for the handling of vexed and hidden problems, by virtue of 

it long-ago, far-away, and pagan setting.’
72

   

 Hans Jacob Orning tried in 2015 with the same reasoning to ‘alleviate this [the 

historian’s suspicion for Icelandic romances] mixture of ignorance and scepticism,’ he 

does this by arguing that ‘the new philological approach resembles the tendency of 

historians to use sagas as evidence of mentalities and world views.’
73

 Orning sees the 

increased interest due to the emergence of ‘new philology’ in the last decade of the 

twentieth century. Orning also argues for the historical reality within the saga, placing 

emphasis on reading the manuscript (often compilations of several sagas) as a whole 

and seeing then the patterns, the broader meaning, of the manuscript. He rejects in a 

plain and amusing way the idea of the sagas being ‘political agendas’ since ‘the scribes 

would have devoted more attention to persuading and educating the reader.’
74

 In his 

comprehensive article he addresses the different approaches one has to take to decipher 

the complex structures, among them the concept of mental realities as formulated by the 

renowned Jacques Le Goff, pointing to the unconscious, permanent thought processes.
75

 

Torfi had used Godeller as talked about in the previous chapter and he discussed mental 

realities in its close connection to ideology, the picture emerging as reflecting society, 

‘conscious, but most often unconscious.’
76

 Concluding that he finds research in the 

corpus fruitful since it can yield contemporary issues and their development over time, 

Orning states: ‘such sagas can be veritable gold mines, because their popularity must in 

some way indicate that they were perceived of as relevant in a contemporary historical 

context.’
77

          

 

In dealing with these wide ranging topics, this long, epic road down to pagan times 

offers a window to deal with new ideas on the world’s cosmology, chivalric ideas and 

loyalty to kings. Both branches of the Icelandic romances deal with protagonists who 

are not of royal or aristocratic birth, but could enter this class after having proved 
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themselves (fornaldarsögur) or with heroes who do have a royal background 

(riddarasögur). Iceland never had a specific elite or royal class, as was known in 

Europe and therefore the authors had no material for comparison. Mind-sets change 

rapidly and to explore a different path, the Medieval Icelandic author needed a different 

approach and ‘borrowed fiction’ could offer this. Some themes have a certain 

universality, recognizable through the generations and even when crossing the borders 

of a society into a new cultural sphere. But at the same time, as a nation far removed 

from European courtly culture, the sagas mock the ideals of the highest classes in 

exaggerating the hero’s physical features as ugly and even though the protagonist 

marries favourably: he still has a half-troll as a father, such is the case for Ketill, Grímr 

and Oddr. The chivalric virtues appealed to the newly converted Christians in importing 

romantic values and redefining their pre-Christian ancestors identity.
78

 Through these 

sagas the Icelanders could explore the idea of extending one’s power and authority, 

marriage, conquest, physical prowess and fighting skill. 

 When changing the realm of ‘reality’, the Icelandic translator had to adapt his 

story to another audience not familiar with foreign customs, inventive implementation 

of local cultural customs was required from the translator. Sif already in 2005 firmly 

stated that texts are representatives of culture, emphasising that translations ‘represent 

fundamentally the move from one linguistic realm to another, and consequently the 

transfer from one cultural sphere to another.’
79

 This means another style of living for 

which the symbolism of fear for example works in a different way. This is discussed by 

Ármann Jakobsson when he talks about youth and fear in the dragon slayers, Sigurður 

(Vǫlsunga saga) and Ragnarr (Ragnars saga loðbrókar), both Icelandic romances. The 

dragon has a symbolic meaning, in ‘the old Icelandic bestiary Physiologus (1889), 

which probably dates from the beginning of the thirteenth century, it is clearly stated 

that every beast has a symbolic value and serves a particular purpose.’
80

 Defeating the 

beast early on in the sagas marks the birth of a hero, it is a sort of rite the passage. 

Ármann points to the important symbolic meaning of monsters in the fornaldarsögur 

with a clear narrative purpose, in the case of the dragon: fear or terror.
81

 Several 
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scholars have then pointed to the symbolism of monsters, and it needs to be further 

explored, since they potentially project human psychology with this narrative tool.      

 To dismiss these sagas only after a comparative analysis of its contents with 

their European counterparts, as was done in the nineteenth and twentieth century is 

arrogant at best. One will always be able to angrily point at the manuscript and blame 

the scribe for his horrendous failing. Apparently it is necessary to bluntly state the 

obvious, as Sif had done over a decade ago, to show that mental realities go into the 

translation. Arguably, the more ‘historic’ based sagas lie to a greater degree than the 

purposefully more fantastical sagas. There, reality is already magnified, and a more 

realistic picture can from there be deducted on the mental reality of medieval Iceland. 

No story is ever written without the author putting a certain background into it. The 

protagonists’ discourses, their (social) behaviour, the description of society or the 

environment surrounding the protagonists world is to a certain degree a reflection of the 

author’s own reality. The social, cultural, political, economic and intellectual 

background that the translator puts in his work is worth investigating for it shows his 

world. The world in which he grew up. In that sense, every translation is experimental 

for the translator has to translate a foreign world to his. It’s then not the intention to 

dispose of the idea of the romances as experimental literature here, especially since it 

has just been stated that all ‘translated’ literature is in essence experimental, rather to 

dispose of the hesitance in using the Icelandic romances as historical sources.  

  

3.2  Some key features in the sagas  

3.2.1  The north and its giants  

In the Hrafnista sagas the north is represented by its abundance of food, with in this case 

an abundance of fish and beached whales. The inhabitants of the north are then 

portrayed as giants, trolls or describe the actual Saami. The Hrafnista are island people 

and live mostly off what the sea gives them, thus the motive to sail north is firstly 

because of food shortages. Whilst in the north, it so happens that the saga protagonists 

are then offered to sleep with a beautiful maiden at a friendly farmers homestead. 

Living on a small island means to venture out for food and partners to keep the 

bloodline going. Even if the latter means that they have children with giants, the other 

inhabitants of the north. For the men this seems not to be the issue, rather for society is 

seems unacceptable. The giants in the north are then by blood intertwined with the 

Hrafnista family and Ketill and Grímr share an initial curious approach to the north’s 
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inhabitants, with the exception of Odd who tries to kill all nonhuman beings he 

encounters. The main interesting thing in this is that the first son, the coming together of 

the saga protagonist with a giant or troll, is still the heir to the farm. Despite his mixed 

blood, he is the new generation Hrafnista and this is generally accepted. The stories then 

surround the themes of fertility, offspring and food supply in times of hardship.  

 The north is then received with mixed feelings, functioning as a source of food, 

riches and wealth, but also a land where death, deception and magic rules in the land of 

giants. Thus the tales of these men are essentially matters of life and death, one cannot 

live without the other and the tests that the saga protagonists go through show their 

dependence on the surrounding nature. The north does ensure the survival of the 

Hrafnista men, which can be exemplified by the short story of Grímr. At first his tale 

appears to be a bridal quest, but this is only a fortunate side effect of his food quest. 

Rather than trying to save his betrothed Lofthæna after she gets abducted, Grímr travels 

home and does nothing to come to her rescue. Only when another famine hits the island, 

he goes out for food. When Grímr gets mortally wounded, not from a fight with three 

giants but rather with other humans, he accidentally gets to save her, only by 

surrendering himself completely to her and literally being placed in her arms ‘sem eitt 

lèbarn.’
82

 In this he is not merely placing himself socially beneath a woman for help and 

healing, he does this out of utter selfishness, wishing to live. Even though she barely 

asks for anything in return for healing his wounds, Grímr is painfully aware he has to 

kiss and lie next to a ‘hideous’ woman and finds himself in a position where his 

manliness is threatened by this. It seems rather painful that he is so acutely aware of her 

hideousness, but accepts her to save him because of his own will to live; especially 

when the reader learns a little while later that she had to endure such hardship. Grímr’s 

reward for his arrogance and selfishness is however his life and a beautiful woman. The 

story here shows the fine line between life and death and the loss of masculinity in 

Grímr’s bodily surrender to a women. But the story is far more complex in its symbolic 

relationship between the North and its monsters, when Grímr discovers that the monster 

is in fact a human, and his fiancée. It is only then that Grímr faces the humanity behind 

a hideous physique. The audience is then aware that in a world of magic, some things 

appear not as they are.    
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 The north in Egils saga ok Ásmundar is not characterised as a dangerous place 

where one has to fight the harsh environment and its inhabitants to survive, rather it is a 

place where one could prove their worth, gain wealth and status. It is a place where two 

relatively normal men with no specific heroic traits yet, but with the right ingredients to 

be one, could go for glory. Only the event to lift Egill and Ásmundr to the status of 

heroes was missing. This is provided in the form of two princesses that need to be saved 

from two tyrannical giant brothers, this with the help of their sidekick, the giant maiden 

Arinnefja. A double rescue, since Arinnefja is also saved from her fate as an outcast 

when they defeat her brothers and she becomes once again the rightful queen of 

Jötunheimr. The plot is then not centred around the dangerous north, a wilderness to be 

survived. Rather the north is a place vastly different, a chaotic and uncivilized place, 

where the inhabitants (giants) are depicted as drunkards with no wits to them who only 

seek valuables. In the north the creatures serve to highlight the inherent heroic character 

of Egill and Ásmundr, the exact opposite of the giants: good mannered men who reward 

hospitality with gold rings and help those who are in need to what is rightfully theirs. 

Here we see what Hume had already pointed out in the use of monsters in the romances, 

the hint of morality of the heroes make the stories’ outlook just Christian enough but 

supernatural adversaries are needed to prove that heroism.
83

 The giants represent the 

forces which threaten society but they are also a representation of human desires.
84

 

Their society is similar to that of the human world, but they remain ‘outside’ this 

civilized world. In order to have Egill and Ásmundr prove their worth, the saga needs a 

mythological and magical world. This sets the stage for saving the princesses from their 

horrible fate: marrying a giant. Wish-fulfilment in this saga is apparent, but it is coated 

with a layer of humour.    

    

3.2.2 Marriage and royal ideology  

The question of good marriage has been as old as the ages, but especially for the 

wealthier Icelandic families between the tenth century and the middle of the thirteenth it 

was probably a sensitive topic, since only handful big chieftains remained.
85

 The motif 

of marriage for social advancement is already underlined in various scholarly 
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researches.
86

 Several romances do have a clear bridal quest motif, but marriage in 

specifically the subcategory fornaldarsögur is differently dealt with. Ketill’s father 

Hallbjörn is fully aware of the ‘troll-blood’ running through his veins and he tries to 

keep his stubborn son within the socially accepted confines of his community, to no 

avail. Ketill trespasses the boundaries and produces a son with a giant woman, Grímr, 

who in return repeats this pattern. The children resulting are the heirs to the Hrafnista 

property. Unfortunately for the men, a good Christian marriage is still reserved for a 

human woman and the men yield to this. However important the final obeying to social 

conventions, the fertility motif seems to be stronger and perhaps even love plays a role. 

When the giant Hrafnhildur discovers her lover’s betrayal with a human woman, she 

shows a strong resemblance to human emotions when she leaves grieving.
87

 Ketill’s 

love for Hrafnhildur goes even beyond the fertility motif when his father pushes him to 

marry Sigrid, a farmers girl and a good match, but he long refuses since he was ‘jafnan 

hljóðr, síðan þau Hrafnhildr skildu.’
88

 He eventually yields and his forced marriage to 

Sigrid marks a turning point. Ketill vows that his daughter will not be forced into 

marriage, she may choose her husband, and he names her Hrafnhildur.  

 The question of marriage often comes hand in hand with royal ideology, or 

maybe this would also be more of a ‘question of royal dynasty.’ When on a bridal quest, 

the result is marriage with a princess; or taking over the kingdom of the maiden king, 

whereupon she settles to be a conventional dutiful queen. The konungasögur already 

reflected the fascination for royal phenomenon before the Norwegian takeover of 

Iceland’s politics and the Icelandic romances continued on this motif. Letting the 

literate ponder on the possibilities of social advancement, in Egils saga ok Ásmundar 

this is displayed at its finest. The king’s reward for finding his daughters is nothing 

short but exorbitant: ‘sem þat vill vinna til minna dætra, at leita eptir þeim, þá skal sá, 

sem þær finnr, eiga þær ok þriðjúng míns ríkis, en ef þær finnast dauðar, skal sá hafa 

hinn bezta jarlsdóm í mínu ríki ok þá gipting, sem hann vill.’
89

 The plot is laid out for 

the heroes to step in, preferably for men of the middle class with little possessions, but 
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with good combat reputations and a righteous mind (even though the reward was a 

certainty, so the saving the princess part of the quest might have been secondary to their 

decision). This description of Egill and Ásmundr places them in the middle class of 

society, making them reasonably identifiable for most readers. The men are then used as 

vehicles to question social advancement but also explore the new concept of a kingly 

authority. The king’s friendship is a springboard to a better life, including a wife.  

 

3.2.3  A mental problem  

The characters in the romances never seem to undergo a specific character development. 

They are quite straightforward, preferably someone relatively normal like the Hrafnista 

men, Egill and Ásmundr; or overly dramatized like Nitiða. At first glance the saga 

authors indeed didn’t bother about character development, rather they focus on the 

emotional and mental psyche that came forward in the protagonists’ actions and 

adventures. The sagas used for this thesis depict the cultural ambivalence where the 

pagan world, the Christian world and Norwegian royal authority are combined. 

Lönnroth presented his noble heathen concept already in 1969 where he points to three 

ways in which paganism could be treated by Christian authors. He does not include 

Örvar-Odds saga in his study, but his third point certainly applies: ‘the idea that 

paganism was really a sort of imperfect Christianity, derived from the natural instincts 

of the human heart and from primitive observations of nature.’
90

 The pride in the past is 

combined with the contemporary Christian belief system and Oddr is a good example of 

the fundamental dualism between chaos (the pagan past) and order (the Christian 

present). With the saga in mind it is hard to picture Oddr as a hero, or noble for that 

matter and he is not necessarily depicted as a hero in his saga, rather a stoic being who 

makes bad decisions. But his tireless efforts to rid the world of nonhuman beings is 

praiseworthy and his ‘natural instincts’ do take a hold of him through the years: he 

travels his own psychological journey where he abandons his Viking warrior lifestyle 

and converts to Christianity. Oddr does the natural ‘good’ thing when he saves a pastor 

and delivers the heads of those barbarians to the community.
91

 He eventually even 

settles down as a respectable Christian king. The pagan past then shortly returns to 

deliver his death, when he travels back to his ancestral lands, but Oddr is satisfied, 

anxious to end his three hundred years of physical and mental fights.  
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The picture seems complete, but it remains difficult to see Oddr as a Christian 

example. Torfi drew this even further when he asked himself whether Örvar-Odds saga 

is actually a vita, ‘his juvenile exploits, the prophecies of the hero’s destiny, the tale of 

his conversion and death, all resemble elements commonly found in saints’ lives.’
92

 

Torfi’s argument is the commonly used model of the vita for the earliest writings in 

Iceland. Oddr nevertheless does not resemble a saint in every aspect of his being. Rather 

he is an arrogant brat who knows he cannot be killed, contrary to his friends who all 

suffer their death as a result of his lack of care. In Aquitania, Oddr receives baptism 

stoically with the words ‘ek mun taka sið yðvarn, en hátta mèr þó at sömu sem aðr,’ 

committing himself to nothing at all with his newly acquired faith, his travels through 

the Holy Land are only briefly mentioned and similarly stoically received.
93

 The 

emotional development of Oddr after his initial arrogant behaviour is then grief and 

loneliness. He does seem to genuinely love his son, whom he takes on his travels. 

Vignir advises against Oddr searching for Ögmundr and his subsequent death, at the age 

of ten, resulting from Oddr’s stubbornness is then even more painful and undeserved.
94

 

The only constant factor that thus remains in Oddr’s life is Ögmund Eyþjófsbana, his 

arch-enemy. We can easily see Ögmundr as Oddr’s inner and outer double, the other 

side of the coin and a ‘constant reminder of Odd’s fate.’
95

 This has been suggested by 

Torfi and Arnold, where Ögmundr ‘symbolizes death.’
96

 The symbolic function of 

Ögmundr is displaying Oddr’s dark side, neither can kill the other but they keep 

searching for each other. Symbolizing the pagan and Christian world, the men co-exist. 

 The north is represented as the embodiment of Oddr’s destiny. It represents the 

dark corners of human psyche. It is the psychological sphere of reality or spiritual plan 

one cannot touch nor alter. According to Leslie the north clearly is ‘the centre of Örvar-

Odds saga’s geographical world,’ from which he then travels haphazardly into different, 

unspecified directions ‘no directions are given, lengths of time are not specified, and 

sometimes he simply wanders from unnamed country to unnamed country’.
97

 Oddr 

travels wherever the road takes him, seemingly unaffected by the dangers that might 
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accompany the trail. And it is of course true what Leslie says, the north is the centre of 

Oddr’s world. His fate lies at Berurjóðr and he is fully aware of this fact, making the 

north an area to be avoided. He constantly returns to the north, without actually stepping 

foot in the mental reality of it by not naming or detailing where he goes. His constant 

fight against the inhabitants of the north, is Oddr’s physical battle with the north that 

will ultimately kill him. It is perhaps the only way in which he might defy his fate and 

be killed before his time. If the tales of the Hrafnista men were indeed widely known, 

with Örvar-Odds saga they take a turn from a pagan content to a man who is utterly 

lost: who has no home to return to, no faith in God or the gods and has with the passing 

of the years and numerous battles fought nothing left to fight or live for. 

 In the other sagas it is also the reader who goes through their own psyche, 

battling monsters on the inside and the outside. The grey area of ‘monsters’ is 

exemplified by the giants in Ketill and Grímr’s saga on the one hand and the giants and 

monsters in Oddr’s saga on the other. Hrafnhildur who weeps for her beloved and the 

friendly encounters of Ketill and Brúni, stand in stark contrast to the killing spree Oddr 

goes on in the north. The biggest battle however seems to be ‘home,’ the unbending 

conventions and judgement of society and defying your father seem also to be a theme 

in the Hrafnista saga. Like a teenager throwing a tantrum, the three men go against their 

father’s wishes by travelling north. The protective parent frustrated about his son, who 

never listens and is lazy, and the sons displeasure about his father’s meddling. It is the 

past, the island’s boundaries the men then battle most directly. Arnold summarized the 

Hrafnista sagas accurately when he stated: ‘there is no safe harbour, no sanctuary 

among Christian communities, no companionship of Viking comrades, no career ladder 

of human strife to climb,’ he continues ‘while the farmsteads appear to function as a 

metonym of human society, it is troubled from within, for the heroes are drawn beyond 

its limits towards a place of magically endowed chaos.’
98

 These three sagas are indeed 

unique in their handling of the structural problems in society and the mental reality. The 

thirteenth century audience would have no trouble recognizing the sore spots. 

 

3.3  The uncomfortable outcome of the story 

By now it is clear that the four sagas reflect on their contemporary society. They offer 

another look on parent-child disagreements, marriage out of free will and the search for 
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food. The social surroundings of the protagonists hurt them the most, the humans show 

a society devoid of social development. Giants on the other hand are the ones who Egill 

and Ásmundr have the most civilized conversation with, Ketill loves Hrafnhildur deeply 

and Lofthæna in her troll form offers life to Grímr. Standing on the boundaries of 

civilisation, these giant women are the ones showing love and deep humanity, not 

humans. The sagas thus explore the boundaries of not only the household and societies’ 

patterns, but also the emotional responses to love, marriage, the ‘other’ and the north.   

 The saga protagonists are not the archetypical heroes and even within the 

Icelandic romances the four sagas stand by themselves. The protagonists struggles show 

a transitional phase, from a world where princesses are snatched away by giants in a 

vultures disguise and need to be saved by unmatched heroes, to a world where the 

violent Viking warrior becomes a Christian king after a lifetime of contemplation. The 

pagan past versus the new reality of the Christian world and the European courtly 

culture coming to Iceland had become a literary genre. But the biggest transition in 

literature came when these genres began to explore society, and in which the old 

supernatural forces, nonhuman (monsters) began to symbolize humanities emotional 

state. Oddr’s saga will have left the reader chilled, or at the least uncomfortable. This 

saga questions what it means to be human and how a long life and fame is not a 

guarantee for happiness. The other three sagas go easier on the reader in the mental and 

emotional development of Ketill, Grímr, Egill and Ásmundr. The reader would have 

picked up the little clues consciously and subconsciously and perhaps take a second 

look at their own lives. To grapple the vast changes in society, distancing the story in 

the past when recounting contemporary issues is a good way to convey a message.  

 

3.4  Conclusion 

When conducting research into the more mental processes in society and creativity of 

the medieval author and translator, one could not deduct the hard evidence some 

scholars are looking for. But the romances offer a wealth of information on society, 

emotional status and the mental reality of medieval Iceland. The scholar can indeed see 

societies structures clearly through these ‘literary fabrications’ and paint a picture of a 

society that loves their stories as much as any other society and cleverly weaves in 

everyday concerns and is open to learning as we have seen.  
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4  
THE SAGAS AS A THEATRE PLAY? 

 

Performing is and has always been an art form. For the Viking Age this is probably best 

explained by the skalds and poets, the travelling storytellers. Travelling around, it has 

been suggested that their stories where made up by shorter tales, where from the 

performer could choose and weave together. All sagas could then ultimately been 

derived from this chest of tales with the shorter sagas more likely to be the closest to the 

original, oral version and the longer sagas being more literary creations.
99

 For a society 

long devoid of a workable writing system, memory was vital for the past to survive. The 

only way for memory to survive is then reciting it, over and over again until the children 

can dream them.    

 

4.1  Oral tradition?   

Naturally it is hard to point at passages in the saga and definitively say it is based on an 

old tale, but some scholars have discarded even the possibility of an oral basis and 

assume all sagas to be literature. This in contrast to the nineteenth century scholarship, 

that was convinced of the oral origins of the saga. Until Sigurður Nordal published his 

ideas, advocating the bookprosist view and launching the persevering bookprose-

freeprose debate, in some of his influential works such as Snorri Sturluson (1920) and 

his introduction and editing of Egils saga (1933), but his Íslensk menning (1942) has 

been the most well-known and was translated in 1990 by Vilhjámur T. Bjarnar.
100

 Then 

in 1982 Carol Clover went as far as to say that the romances were formal constructions 

‘not separate from the larger European development of the thirteenth century.’
101

 

Textual comparison can reveal the influences from the continent and since the oral 

component cannot be identified for nothing of the native tradition survived 

‘uncontaminated,’ and the sagas do have identifiable origins from French sources ‘then 
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it cannot be part of the oral legacy.’
102

 Not particularly surprising since she had already 

stated that all sagas are literature in her opinion: ‘in both the saga and the prose romance 

we are dealing with full-length imaginative works in prose’, she continues ‘but in their 

copiousness, their interweaving in synchronic plot lines, and their obvious delight in the 

aesthetic of multiplicity and recurrence, the sagas and the prose romances are so alike 

that it is hard suppose that they are unrelated.’
103

 Be that as it may, it has already been 

argued that the sagas’ genres are indeed different from the conventional saga corpus and  

that the Icelandic romances contain elements which the scholar can deem with 

confidence of oral origin. The interplay between the oral story, the author and the 

resulting manuscript cannot be so easily discarded.   

 The staging of the story is important within the whole Icelandic saga corpus. 

Since they all recount Iceland’s history, the actual landscape was the story. Several 

features in the story can point to a physical reality: topography, burrows and graves, 

(memorial) stones and certain trading or travelling routes. The staging of the story in the 

romances seem to be of more importance for their presumed performance but their place 

was not in Iceland but in Scandinavia, thus asking for other details in landmarks. Oddr’s 

saga is rich in detail, for example when he sits down at a river where a great waterfall 

flows, making a loud roar, or the detailed description of the giantess transformed into a 

huge beast. In describing the humans, beasts and geographical locations to which Oddr 

travels, the audience is able to picture the scene and travel with him in their mind. This 

visual story telling doesn’t happen in the other saga genres. And in detailing every 

conversation, the performer also gives life and soul to the story. Implicit performances 

are also found in sagas, as Jürg Glauser has pointed out in Jóns saga helga. Here the 

priest had great difficulty with reading the Passion at mass and he became the laughing 

stock of his congregation, until the holy John took the book and read it aloud 

beautifully. Glauser: ‘the scene makes it clear that in this represented performance, 

writing is not to be dissociated from the presence of a body.’
104

 He points to the actual 

staging of the text, the Holy Scripture has to be read in church and relies on 

performance.
105

 That the assumption even existed that there was no identifiable 

performance drama in the sagas, is best ridiculed by Gunnell who states: ’’drama’ in 

one form or another has been in existence since the first breathless cave man tried to 
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explain to his family exactly how fearsome the bear that had just chased him across the 

countryside was.’
106

 

 

4.2 Performances in the sagas   

4.2.1  The food expeditions of Ketill and Grímr 

For the northern expeditions, Ketils saga Hængs and Gríms saga loðinkinna offer the 

reader distinctive geographical maps, with the former in even much greater detail than 

the latter. The sagas provide for a wealth of information (and warnings) on the food to 

be found, the weather conditions and currents in the bay, and the natives; all suggesting 

the passing down of vital information through the generations. Leslie has previously 

written an article on the ‘Matter of Hrafnista’, determining whether these sagas were a 

chain of linked and consistent stories, bearing actual knowledge: ‘elements that might 

indicate the saga served some function as repositories of knowledge concerning things 

like places, sailing routes, and what conditions travellers might expect to encounter on 

arrival at their destination.’
107

 And indeed this link can be identified. On an island, food 

supply is by default the bottleneck of the residing communities. When entrapped by the 

sea, fish and whale are the logical first choice of constant supply but simultaneously it is 

an inconsistent one. When assuming an immediate food expedition is only needed as a 

result of famine or when everything at home is caught or found and subsequently 

consumed, providing accurate knowledge where to find food is vital. Naturally then, 

will Ketill and Grímr encounter beached whales and plenty of fish in deserted bays to 

the north.  

 The suggestion that the sagas were from oral tradition, with knowledge passed 

down through the generation comes as early as when Hallbjörn directs Ketill to where 

he had always been: Næstifjörðr, Miðfjörðr and Vitaðsgjafi.
108

 In Miðfjǫrðr, Ketill finds 

carcasses of whale, walrus, seal, fish and polar bears in huge pits near a hut, indicating 

the rich variety of food available.
109

 The weather along the coast had a tendency to be 

bad according to these sagas, resulting for Ketill to be driven off course towards 

Finnmörk.
110

 In the bays itself, the tidal current could be so strong that it can shake up a 

ship (often taking the form of a giant) and sometimes even sink it on the rocks. When 
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travelling on land, one needed preparation too and Ketils saga again offers some direct 

routes, in this case from Naumudal to Árhaug at Yule, warning about the heavy 

snowfall and the need for a ‘loðkápu’ and ‘skíð’.
111

 Having something to trade is also 

useful, shown again in Ketils saga when his ‘butter chest’ is of more value than his ship 

caught by a strong gale in the bay. Trying to get away the ship hits the rocks and Ketill 

is forced to swim to land. When shortly after Ketill meets Brúni, it becomes clear that 

butter is a valuable product to the peoples in the north. Brúni had invited his ‘Finn 

friends’ who stated: ‘mannfögnuðr er oss at smjöri þessu’ and they leave in peace.
112

 

 Intensive trading networks for specific products of the southern Scandinavians 

with the Sami people of the north has been exhaustively researched, but in the Old 

Norse texts these friendly exchanges barely happened and when the two peoples met the 

exchanges where not always pleasant and mutually beneficial. When meeting humans, 

they particularly tell of hostile encounters. Ketill has to hide himself from the Finns that 

Brúni invited as above mentioned, but unfortunately no explanation is given as to why 

he has to do this. In addition, hunting for food might be done on someone else’s 

territory and legal cases are made in numerous sagas as for example in Grettis saga on 

the rights over a beached whale: finders, keepers or property of the land owner? Grímr 

gets mortally wounded by the natives, he kills four giants without much effort but 

twelve human natives get the better of him. These men had approached him in an 

unfriendly way on the beach to begin with and refused Grímr’s offer to equally divide 

the whale; to them, the better option was to fight.
113

 Perhaps this had indeed happened 

before to Hrafnista men travelling to the north, thus warning future travellers for 

possible hostile encounters with natives.  

  

4.2.2   The Odd one out 

Contrary to Ketils saga and Gríms saga, Örvar-Odds saga is devoid of providing 

accurate information on the land and weather conditions and instead takes up a rather 

comical role. He has people agonized by leaving his arrows all over the farmsteads 

floor, so that people harm themselves when not paying attention. He allows himself to 
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be handled like a baby to a young giantess and seems to be perfectly happy.
114

 He 

dresses fully in bark and pretends to be someone else and these are only a few 

examples. Örvar-Odds saga has been central to many publications because of its 

peculiarity. The most famous and memorable passage is his drinking contest with the 

king’s sons where he quite literally drinks them under the table whilst composing 

poetry.
115

 In order to recount the three hundred years of Oddr’s life, the story thus takes 

its time. The saga is written with a lot of detail, albeit sometimes the more minor 

details: the colour of Oddr’s tunic and the sound of the waterfall. It is his travels that 

bring him to new places and ultimately make his story a tragic one. The ongoing duality 

between the tragic story of his life and his relentless careless attitude and sense of 

survival makes the saga a beauty in itself. His story is equally jolly as sad when one 

realises the moral of the story: death is inescapable. 

 Örvar-Odds saga is not concerned with carefully detailing trading routes or a 

safe sailing passage to the north, but provides for a dramatic life story instead. The saga 

readily provides the most classical themes in theatrical drama known to men: love, a 

link to the mythology, anger, grief, despair, bizarre events, comical relief and wonder. 

Oddr is someone to love, but he is also greatly flawed. He is arrogant, spoiled by his 

foster father, annoying and careless, and above all he risks the life of all his friends, who 

subsequently die because of this. Knowing he cannot die before his time makes him 

think he is entirely invincible. Oddr is the personification of the neighbour’s annoying 

child of whom everyone predicted nothing but trouble could ever come from him and 

everyone is glad he is off on the road for a while. The story also provides a drama of 

love and the despair of dying in another country when the lover is yearningly waiting at 

home. This is presented in the form of Ingibjörg and Hjálmar, with the latter composing 

his famous death poem for his beloved.
116

 Anger is presented in Oddr’s lifelong futile 

pursuit of Ögmundr and his subsequent grief when he loses every battle; a double defeat 

you might say, he literally loses the battle and every time one of his friends dies as well. 

Comical relief is provided throughout: he makes his friends and family trip over arrows, 

punches a seeress in the face and dresses in bark, but the most hysterical part is when 

Oddr escapes with nearly nothing of his clothes still hanging on his body. To provide 

the link with Norse mythology, Óðinn makes an appearance as Rauðgrani, complete 
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with the conventional description of him being a cloaked and bearded stranger with a 

staff.
117

 His appearance is however meant to be funny, the god appears in many sagas 

offering advice and aid in battle. Rauðgrani on the other hand gives Odd only semi-

useful advice before running away at the mere hint of a battle. Imagine his cloak darting 

in the wind as he runs the opposite direction. The figure of the pagan gods is slightly 

mocked but loveable.   

 

4.2.3  The life stories of Egill, Ásmundr and Arinnefja 

Egils saga ok Ásmundar is quite a typical romance and does not necessarily provide for 

specific detailed descriptions on geography or weather conditions that the saga 

protagonists have to deal with since these are not survival based stories like that of 

Ketill and Grímr. The saga does however provide for visuals on all other things that 

would make for a visionary spectacle for the audience, here the stage is quite literally 

set. Not in the least of course since the giant Arinnefja invites for a round the table 

conversation whilst waiting for dinner.   

 The performances use psychological symbolism to present the audience with the 

inherent bottom line: be a good Christian. The performances of the protagonists 

throughout the saga show an exaggerated image of a pre-Christian society where people 

are inherently trying to lead a good life. The ‘pagan’ problem is solved with humour. It 

is, for example, described how the deceased Árán, blood brother of Ásmundr, comes 

back from the dead three nights in a row, killing all the animals offered to him in his 

mound: ‘ok drap hestinn, ok sunðraði, ok tók á tannagángi miklum, ok át hestínn, svá 

blóð fèll um kjapta honum.’
118

 The eating of horse flesh was forbidden since the 

conversion, so the story exaggerates its pagan past and makes it a comical episode. The 

old customs are dramatically enlarged for a comical effect. Ásmundr refuses when Árán 

offers him a piece and on the third night ‘kills’ Árán a second time, burning the ashes, 

before he travels on and earns his nickname when he kills off the berserkers that tried to 

lay claim on Árán’s kingdom. Before doing so he thinks to play a joke on the berserks: 

‘kom honum nú í hug, at glettast nokkut við berserkina.’
119

 The scene shifts to a couple 

of huge men jumping around as their tent falls down on them.  
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 Egill and Arinnefja’s life story turn out to be even more hysterical. Egill was 

held captive for a long period and his efforts to escape have him trying to trick the giant, 

unsuccessfully, several times. His last attempt is also the definite highlight: it involves 

him killing one of the giant’s goats and throwing on the hide. Unfortunately for him he 

still does not pass as a goat because of his broad shoulders and he gets caught in the 

attempt getting a firm shaking from the angry giant. Arinnefja’s story ties into Egill’s, 

for she is the giantess that he so gallantly saves from another giant, and in doing so 

losing his hand. Arinnefja’s story also tells of tragedy and amongst other things, it 

involves Þórr sleeping with all her sisters. She was the youngest and prettiest daughter 

of the king and queen of Jötunheimr but ends up without family, a kingdom and 

breaking nearly every bone in her body and burning her skin badly. As a punishment of 

trying three times to harm the bride of prince Hringr of Smáland, but getting caught in 

the attempts, she has to obtain three magical object from the Underworld to save her 

life.
120

 What follows is a complete rollercoaster of a tale where she fights three giant 

sisters for the self-playing chess set, jumps over fire on command of Óðinn and has sex 

with him for the cloak, and finally drinks poison for the third item: a drinking horn. She 

is forced to sleep with men, gets into a girl fight with the giant sisters and all that 

because she had seen a beautiful prince who was by then just married. From a beautiful 

maiden she turns into a half broken and burned ugly giant with no kingdom. With her, 

the story turns completely to the mythological and the magical, thus entering the final 

décor. The saga has now entered the world of the ‘other’ in placing the coming events in 

the north. The heroes Egill and Ásmundr are now ready to save the day and the saga 

ready to convey its message.   

 

4.3  The role of the audience  

In order to bring any story to life, one needs an audience, people gathering together to 

watch a performance. Icelandic literature in general makes use of staging, skalds recite 

poetry before the king and the saga protagonists in the Íslendingasögur pass multiple 

landmarks and have full discourses, as for example Njáll had when he instructed his 

steward to remember where their burned bodies could be found. Scholarship cannot 

provide for a clear answer why some texts are more performative than others, but the 

contents of the previously dealt with four sagas seem to point to a performative 
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function. The moral of the story, the hidden messages and the manner in which it is told 

with the stage setting laid out, tells it is meant to entertain and to teach. Oddr’s story has 

a great eye for detail which provides for a splendid performance. When performing, it is 

easy to scatter some arrows while telling the story and pretending to trip over them. 

Örvar-Odds saga is a good example of theatrical script with all jokes written out and 

the necessary props described. The same goes for Egils saga ok Ásmundar where the 

public is presented with episodes where the protagonist has to escape his ordeal by 

trying to trick the opponent or obtain three magical objects. The plot is easy, quick to 

follow, with multiple moments where magic is used by giants and dwarves, the villains 

of the story are to be recognized at once and all ends well. Egill and Ásmundr end up 

married with their princess and Arinnefja reigns over Jötunheimr.  

 The above mentioned two sagas are seemingly meant for entertainment, to be 

performed for amusement. Then again however, it will never be decisively clear 

whether the sagas were meant as a performance. Taken all of the above together it is 

likely that these sagas were of great value as performance, much more than the 

konungasögur or Íslendingasögur who present their stories in a more serious way and 

are not short and easy to lay out before an audience. Their storyline is a more consistent 

stretch, the narrative being longer in general and they require a lot of knowledge on the 

audience’s part. When taking for example Njálls saga, certain parts are indeed 

spectacular for story telling when Njálls house burns to ashes whilst he gives an 

impressive speech and his sons manage to dart away through the flames. It is however 

not an easy story to recount, it would have taken days to go through. The story is not 

easily digested and it does not provide a moment to breath in between and laugh some 

of it off, rather the stories written down are consciously much longer and written as to 

preserve and elaborate on the events that happened.  

 The message of Örvar-Odds saga is a lot darker and more is asked from the 

public on a subconscious level. The story is a lot longer than the other three and it is in 

fact quite a tragic life story, in contrast to the story of Egill and Ásmundr is plain jolly 

entertainment and a lot easier to digest. Here, society is mimicked, so the present 

environment of the audience becomes the story. The farmhouse becomes the giant’s 

cave when he locks the door and tries to prevents Egill from escaping. The narrator can 

easily grab the goat skin laying on the bench near the fire and pretend to be a goat. Or 

can recreate when Ásmundr tries to attack Gautr, one of the giant brothers, with a sword 

but he gets it stuck on the low ceiling. Gautr is almost cut in half but manages to escape 
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for a second, only to trip over his entrails and die on the spot. Or the performer can 

jump over the fire, enacting how Arinnefja has to do the same to earn herself a cloak 

from Óðinn, medieval stand-up comedy at its best. Egils saga ok Ásmundar is quick 

entertainment.   

 The sagas of Ketill and Grímr probably had another audience in mind. No funny 

episodes of tripping giants or punching a seeress in the face occur here. The north 

ensures food, new blood in the family, magical gifts and wealth but one needed to be 

prepared for venturing out there. The fjords are easy to remember by name and 

description, but perhaps hard to enter and anchor safely. The sagas warn for the tidal 

currents in the bay and  the sometimes plain bad weather, and storms appear to be 

frequent along the coast according to the story. When on land one needed to be careful 

as well, for there was a possibility they entered the land of the natives who subsequently 

tended to violently defend it. If, however, a safe landing was made and no natives were 

around to steal your fish or fight you for a beached whale, the bays were abundant in 

fish, such as they could be caught with bare hands.
121

 From this it is clear that the 

audience who pays any attention is able to prepare themselves and successfully travel 

along the coast to the fjords and bays described. Sailing straight up north by following 

the coast line is not particularly hard but knowing where to get safe harbour is valuable 

information and people would have paid close attention.   

 It remains difficult to account for the performative role of the giants and the 

human natives of the north in these four sagas. The audience will surely have 

recognized their dual reception, but they are difficult to handle here in the light of 

performances and literary inventions. In the Old Norse texts, the Finns or Saami are 

connected to magic, both to aid and to harm a man, and it is the latter that Rauðgrani 

warns Oddr about when he reveals to him that Ögmund Eyþjófsbana was send to 

Finnmörk at the age of three where he ‘learned all sorts of incantations and spells.’
122

 

The north is also representing the mythological Jötunheimr, which would make the 

Saami the giants that the sagas speak off. This would mean there was also powerful 

positive magic. Arinnefja’s magic returned Egill’s hand and valuable magical objects 

were forged in the north and acquired, Ketill receives here Gusisnautar and Oddr his 

stone arrows for example. Most of the individual giants are rather friendly to Ketill and 

Grímr, indicating that the smaller farmhouses in the woods might have a safe place to 
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offer for the night, important information when travelling through unknown wilderness 

in unpredictable and temperamental weather. Another interesting thing to draw attention 

to is the half-troll children. In the Hrafnista sagas trolls and giants are interchangeable, 

explaining why Hallbjörn, Ketill, Grímr and Oddr were half-trolls even though there 

mothers were described as giant’s. The union of a human and a giant is the 

mythological prototype of a ruler, the hieros gamos motif, thus making the children 

with a ‘giant’ mother favourable.
123

 Indeed, Ketill and Grímr are both described as 

wealthy, long lived and strong, ruling over virtually all of Halgoland. Gríms saga closes 

with a detailed account of his offspring in Iceland, all in high positions in society.
124

 

Since multiple other sagas refer to a quite consistent lineage of Grímr it seems that the 

Hrafnista men tales were well known and favourably received. The thirteenth century 

audience would have no trouble recognizing the subtle links to mythology, the other 

well-known sagas and the neighbouring societies such as that of the Saami. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

These four sagas, then seem to have a strong performative function. The staging of the 

texts is thus that elements of theatre play can be pointed out and argued for. The manner 

in which the individual sagas convey their message is different, ranging from being a 

clear guideline to enter another world, outside human civilization, to the story of a 

reckless young boy who ends up a lone wolf and finally to a comical satire on ‘how 

things are done differently in another civilization’ with a clear hero-bridal quest. The 

north serves many roles then and the common red thread is wealth and food, but also 

death. Indications to performance are visible in the sagas and are easy to play out with 

props easily obtained from the farmhouse. But perhaps especially in the comical scenes 

where people smile and laugh, the performance has an undercurrent of warning to them. 

The performances would still seem to warn people from going to the north, a specific 

kind of person is needed to conquer whatever crosses their path in the northerly rugged 

wilderness and death is around the corner there.  
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5 
A dual function?  

 

This thesis has then approached these four sagas from two sides: the literary and the 

performance perspective, employing both sides to see whether the sagas performed a 

dual function. One could argue that literature takes the more conscious approach, where 

the performance of the saga employs a more subconscious engagement of the audience. 

They are both however used as a model, asking for a specific response or behaviour 

from the audience. Here the underlying model of the sagas was then the difference 

between the civilized south and the northern wilderness, to be conquered, exploited or 

explored by Egill, Ásmundr, Ketill, Grímr and Oddr. Here, a short recapitulating 

summary will argue in favour of the question: are these travels to the north meant to 

educate and question society’s conventions, and in this, serve a dual audience?   

 

The sagas explored different literary themes as discussed in chapter three. Curiously, 

they were trying to fit in the past with the new literary tradition of Iceland, adapting the 

story and playing with foreign concepts such as royal authority. Combining all this with 

the Christian present was a challenge and the setting of the four sagas in the north could 

have presented a difficulty. This turned out not to be the case and the ‘experimental 

approach’ of these sagas turned out to be beneficial for the story. The reception of the 

north as an unexplored and dangerous wilderness had not changed. After reading the 

sagas, fear would still prevent people from venturing north. The north in all four sagas 

is a place where human and supernatural monsters dwell, who in most cases will try to 

kill you at once. The north was a place of great uncertainty and possibly death, and the 

sagas give no solid reason why one would voluntarily travel there.  

 Stepping out of the comfortable confines of the southern communities was then 

still advocated against at first glance. The smaller, more minor human characters in the 

sagas however, who quietly embodied society’s norms and discarded everything that 

did not fit in their world view, play a more significant role. For Ketill and Grímr the 

north functioned as an escape because of their direct community’s opinion on love and 

marriage for example. These two sagas could reasonably have tried to remodel society 

in its conventions. That is what Mitchell had also pointed out on the ongoing gods 
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versus giants conflict in literature, a model of exchange that could be used to shape 

society. The giants in the sagas used here, where similarly employed to touch on 

sensitive topics such as social acceptance, love and fertility. The north is sometimes 

directly addressed as Jötunheimr, but contrary to describing this place as a dark place it 

was a place of wealth, food and magic. The mythological otherness of this place is dealt 

with in quite a relaxed manner. In Ketils saga and Gríms saga the premise of the story 

surrounds survival and the north is represented in a clean way: food, women and 

danger. The exception here again is Örvar-Odds saga. The north symbolises the dark 

corner of his mind, the physical place where his fate lies. From a literary perspective, 

these sagas were then a playground for adults.  

 

As dealt with in the previous chapter, performances take a more subconscious approach. 

All four of the sagas can with satisfaction be read as a performance, but this cannot 

definitively be proved. The oral basis can be deducted from the wealth of acute and 

useful knowledge, primarily from the sagas of Ketill and Grímr. The tips that are 

provided throughout the stories point directly to first-hand knowledge. The other two 

sagas are less revolved around survival tips and take a more dramatic, theatrical 

approach to the north. As previously mentioned, the author of Egils saga ok Ásmundar, 

vividly describes how Árán, comes back from the dead and kills all the animals offered 

to him, whereupon Ásmundr is forced to kill him once again on the third night to stop 

him from becoming a draugr and terrorize the lands beyond his mound. This would be 

the perfect example for dramatic performance. The scene supports the case that these 

sagas were both the literary experiment as well as a performance. The act of blood 

brothership is also similarly a direct performative action and a literary tool since the 

author needed to strongly establish that the pagan customs are long forgotten even 

though he could not simply write off the pagan practices of his ancestors.
125

 Another 

performance act is of course Oddr’s drinking contest, a completely unfair trial since he 

has to compete with two brothers. The latter has to drink only one horn each and recite 

only one stanza, whereas Oddr has to drink two horns and address the men each with 

their own stanza. The men take their turns: stand up, give the horn, recite a verse and sit 

down again. This repeated itself for quite some time before it became clear that Oddr 
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 Rafn, Fornaldar, III, 376. It is described how Ásmundr and Árán swear brotherhood by mixing their 

blood, as was custom in the old days: ‘vökva sèr síðan blóð, ok lètu renna saman, hèldu men þat þá eiða’.  
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could drink and verse for both men. He wins the contest and subsequently enjoys the 

rest of the evening, drinking.
126

 

 As stated in the second chapter, theatre is a shared act of communication, a 

platform between reality and the fictional world. Since the audience is actively engaged, 

subtle clues to the emotions running through the saga protagonist will not reach effect. 

Therefore, performances not only convey their message through visual storytelling, but 

also work directly with the audience subconscious. Performances engage with the 

public, invite the public to a direct emotional response. The immediate recognition of a 

visual clue asks for a certain behaviour that is immediately given: laughter, a gasp of 

shock or a frown when a sensitive topic is touched. Theatre will take the audience 

visually away to another reality. It will question the known world by copying it and 

placing this model on the fictional world, enlarging the characters and the story. 

Especially laughter will silently reveal the sore spots in society and for this the life 

stories of Egill, Ásmundr and Oddr are exemplary since they work extensively with 

comical episodes. In chapter two it was mentioned that emotional responses in the sagas 

often take the form of direct actions, but in the romances the saga protagonists don’t 

cast off their emotions in silence or a full frenzy for example, but instead deal with 

them. After a certain event or scene in the story, the protagonists’ emotional response 

needs to be visualised. Thus, Oddr leaves everyone behind out of grief to go on a solo 

trek, even pretending to be someone else. Perhaps not even only out of grief, but also to 

protect those whom he meets. Ketill vows never to force his daughter into marriage 

when he himself is forced to marry someone he does not love. He even names his 

daughter after his first lover, the giant maiden Hrafnhildur. Grímr honours his father’s 

vows and after Lofthæna’s horrible ordeal of being turned into a hideous troll woman to 

be raped by her stepmothers brother, he openly refuses to marry his daughter to a 

berserker and him for it, publicly. These examples show the men challenging the 

conventional norms and succeed. The community’s borders were too small for these 

men and with these stories it was shown that change is possible. The boundaries of the 

civilized south were crossed in the real world by placing the story in the fictional world 

of giants.    
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 Rafn, Fornaldar, II, 270 – 282.  
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Epilogue 

 

In summary, Ketils saga Hængs, Gríms saga loðinkinna, Örvar-Odds saga and Egils 

saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana are perhaps categorized as fantastical tales 

and a romance, but they were used to lay bare societies’ structures in the written word 

and in performance. In both forms they taught the public the norms and conventions of 

the community. Primarily through the symbolic use of giants in the north, the story 

reproduced contemporary society, one that the audience would perhaps not recognize at 

first glance. In using the wilderness of the north as the stage, it distanced the public 

from essentially a replica of society. What they nevertheless would take with them was 

a behavioural model for everyday life and a reinstalled caution for the unknown.    

 Thus the Icelandic romances are certainly of historical value. The rich and 

extremely varied written heritage of Iceland taken on the whole, offer a unique ‘window 

to the past,’ and the two fantastic and romantic literary genres play an important part in 

helping to better understand the social and cultural habits of medieval Iceland. The 

special treatment of the past is in part due to Icelander’s closeness to it. Not enough 

generations had passed to forget their origins and being so close to the past created a 

dilemma for the Icelanders in the thirteenth century. They could not turn their backs on 

their pagan forefathers in times of a different religion. Iceland was a nation built by men 

and women who dared to conquer the sea towards hopefully more promising lands. The 

romances are not trying to dismiss their past, nor deny it, but instead try to use it in a 

unique form of communication with the present. 

  

This thesis has then dealt with two major approaches to the Icelandic romances: as 

literature and as a performance. There is not enough space to go into more depth, but it 

has successfully been pointed out that these sagas served the late medieval Icelandic 

audience in a dual way. Teaching the general public society’s structures and challenging 

the reader and the audience to engage in the general discourse on emotions, mentalities, 

fears, ‘otherness,’ life and death. Posing as light hearted literature, the sagas turned out 

to address society on the whole. This corpus is an essential part in research on the 

medieval Icelander’s mind-sets and social conventions. With this thesis it is hoped that 

a contribution is made, but more research is required to further explore the grounds that 

the Icelandic romances cover.  
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